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Abetrajt

Path integrals over phase space are defined in two way». SOB* properties

of these integrals are established. Tftese properties concern the technique of

integration and the quantization rule i 3 «-»p.

1. Introduction

Let us recall two familiar representations of the Schrodinger Green's

function in terms of path integrals:

7 ft) .7
C i a b )

Toe la s t two terms const i tute the ffamiltonlan,

The fraction G refers t o tbe time interval [O^t^auA •» . , 11 are two

normalising constant*, which depend on the definition, of the, integral that-one '

adopts. The B*£h» itff}, p(t) are ovwr R0, and in writing n , ~pn, aad

p t we presupposed scalar products in Ba.

The form ( l . l > ) , which is the main concern of this •article, was already

given in the early work of Paynman on p&th integrals [ l ] , Th« form (1.1a) i»

hi3torieally somevhat older. One sees that the two are equivalent (at least

at the heuristic level) by doing the p-integration in ( I . I D ) .

The fons (l- lb) has gained some importance hecftuse of i t s usefulness

for investigating constrained systems, in particular gauge theories [a ] .

Moreover, this form was discussed in a number of foundations^, studies, e.g.

in [3] and [1»J. (Cf. also the review article [5].)

The form ( l . lb) can be generalized somewhat. Let us denote the propagator

G by ^t.qjo.ii1 N , and then the expectation of an operator-valued, time-

ordered function (ftp,*)) , can be written as

(1.2)

We now sketch a possible definition of such a path integral, as a background
for the present article. He follow [3] and [5] .

We subdivide the time interval [O.t] by the division points

(1.3)



and we introduce the independent variables

while nCtQ) m q' and, n t t ^ ^ ) * q are fixed.. We approximate the integrand

in (1.2) by a aoitatale function, of the vfcrfablers in t lAJ (and of q', q) , and

we replace tr by ta-ii witlt 5 > 0» Finally,, V* ap-proodmate the functional

Integral by the £ suitably normal! red.), multiple integral

(.1-5)

and we integrate.

The functional integral then results from passing to the limits n •+ «,

6 ^ 0 , Various options are possible, with regard to approximating the

integrand and with regard to taking the limits. (Moreover, some modification

that would ensure translatlonal invariance might "be desirable, cf. Sees.2 & 3.)

The definition Just sketched appears to fulfill various desiderata for

the integral. However, we know of no attempt to develop a rigorous theory

of integration on the basis of such a definition.

In this connection we may note,that on the whole, very l i t t le rigorous

work has been done on the path integral over phase apace. He cite In

particular [6], and there are some brief comments in [j] and [8], The present

article examines the integral in question from a broader perspective than was

done in [6]-[8]. '

Die three succeeding sections discuss in turn alternative definitions of

the phase-space integral, some elementary invariance and integrability

properties, and an application to the quantisation problem. One proof is

relegated to •»_ appendix. Another appendix discusses nontangential limits,

and rectifies a shortcoming of Ref.8.

2.. Two, definitions ' • . .

The two deflaitions- that follow sure adaptations from [o:] and [.91,

respectively. lbs first at these depends on the,Hilbert space structure

associated with the paths TI(T), p{x). In the present case we IWVB a. direct

sum of two real Hilbert spaces, Jf ^ aad jf̂ p, defined, respectiveUr, by the

scalar products

and for Tf , we impose also the condition i(0) = 0.

We observe that there is a natural correspondence relating j(n tai

1 / , i .e. an isomorphism, defined by: n *-» P if and only if n(t) » P(T)
<Tlp /

almost everywhere. In view of t h i s isomorphism, we w i l l a l so wr i te j dtpii

as <^p,n y , etc.

For the abstract discussion that follows, we will assume two real Hilbert

spaces and a given isomorphism between them. These will be denoted by 5 ^ ,

~3f , or by $ , T{ • e t 0 • • Bnd we wl:L1 d e n o t e t h e s=alar products which

are encountered as < E , e > ' < t ' 5 > ' a l s o K^'^} e t c ' F ^ t h e r m o r * . w e

fix a mass parameter < which satisfies In K > 0 , K 4 0 . (In the faniliar

applications K = m > 0.)

We start with the case dimTĵ  • dim?^ » k < «. Let a fe^, aofirt2*

and let b, bQ satisfy Re b, Re bQ > 0. We set



b. * i/O

(2.2)

[The coefficient { [ . . . } k Is adjusted so that lb'O;bO*o(i) = i . ] ife then

take the nontangential double limit as h, IK.-* 0, an* require that this Unit

be independent of n, aQ . If such a limit exists, i t Is the desired phase-

space Integral of F, and will be denoted by I (P).

In specifying the nontangential double limit b, t>0~* °. we presupposed

here an extension of the standard result [10] on uniqueness of such a limit if

It exists, from one to two complex variables. The desired extension can be

easily established, by utilizing Vitali's theorem for two variables (proved

In effect in [8], Sec.5) and by adopting the proof of 110] from one variable

to two. See also Appx.B.

If dim 7f. = dim ^\^ = », we employ sequences of projections, as tn [8].

We introduce the set (P of finite-dimensional orthogonal projections P on

iKj, and in view of the given isomorphism, the action of such a P extends to

5"r + ?T,. Consider next increasing sequences of such projections, and let

For P € (p , we set

and for n = fP

where the last limit is to be nontangential, and to te independent of a, a_.

Since the limit l£'a!bO»a0(F) night not be analytic in h, bQ, the

existence of a unique nontangeatial limit may raise additional problems .

If the I (P)'a are equal for

Definition 1. Let & be a determining family of sequences H (cf.[8]).

', we call the common value the phase-

space integral of P, and we use tlie notations

7 . (2.5)

We rewrite this equation for the quantities considered originally:

Detennining families of sequences of projections were introduced as a

device that enables us to eliminate some sequences of $• which may he in-

convenient, and to retain agreement of the Ij.(P)'s for a sufficiently large

family of It's. He refer to [8] for the definition of a determining faially.

The following fcind of example will suffice for our needs (here P { (P) :

(2.7)

We may note that, in the short discussion of this integral in 18],

projections were considered which act in independent ways on "3(.r a n d o n



I t i s not clear i f the broader definition of loc. c i t . has any advantages.,

However, i t i s more difficult to handle.

For the second definition of the phase-space integral we introduce,

following [9] :

This is to be Gaussian integral over ^ + *$^ , but the occurrence of

/ $ , t S in the exponent i s a complication. One vay to define this integral

is by doing f i rs t the C-integratioo, ana then ( i f F i s a "well-t>ehaving"

function) we obtain the factor exp[-|- (bQ + b )" 1 < C , C > ] . Then for the

5-integration we will have the variance (b + (bQ + b ^ " 1 ) . Alternatively,

the E-integral could be done f i r s t .

For definiteness, le t us require that the two evaluations be equal.

Definition 2. Suppose that J is analytic in b , bQ> b 1 in a region

which Includes the set

[Re. b > 0 t Re, bB > 0} Re. b , ^ (2.9)

If the nontangential double limit of J^b.a; b o , a o ; i/ic;P) as b , bQ + 0 exists

and is independent of <*, a , we call this limit the phase-space integral in

the sense of analytic continuation, and we denote i t by J s ( p ) -

3. Some direct consequences

We 3tart with an assertion about invariance principles of the two

intewrals I J . The following proposition can be proved readily (cf.
pa ps

Proposition U of [81):

Proposition 3- Let B i # , Bgtjtf . Let R be an orthogonal t rans-

formation on oT^ and on ?f t , acting Jointly on the two spaces in such a

way that th is action commutes with the assumed isomorphism. ( i . e . , so that

.) Let P be integraile for I
ps Then

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

I f I B converges with reference to the determining family ff, the right-

hand side of (3.1a) likewise converges with reference to fi[, and the right-

hand side of (3.1b) with reference to the rotated family, as is implied by

{Pj} •* (If1 P R}. Furthermore, if J (F) exists, then the analogue to
J pa

(3.1a) holds, with the integral on the right-hand-aide converging in the sense

of analytic continuation.

We did not consider the rotation invariance of J , since the requisite

Gaussian measures require an extension of the Hilbert space, and rotational itt-

variance of such extensions would require a separate discussion.

The next proposition is of a different kind,and in effect it extends

slightly a result obtained in [ll].

Proposition It. Let S±,... . ^ s ? ^ and

and let y be a measure on Vfr such that

be arbitrary,

'».-0



(Here )u| is the absolute variation of u . The scalar products

presuppose the given isaorpbism.) Then

(3.3a)

i s Integrable, with reference to the Eteflnitions 1 and 2, (For I , one has

convergence for the naarimni foully CL\ The result log phase-spnee integral i»

The differential operators like D- = <̂ E , &/&V ^ are in the sense

of Gateau. However here their action i s algebraic, and tr iv ia l . He should

also note that F i s the Fourier transform of the distribution

(3.U)

where *0(5') i s the fi-measure at 0 of ff , Equations (3.3) can be

expressed in terms of ii_ as follows:

The last functional integral yields Just e < 5 ' * 5 ' / / 2 i l c g"1 <5 ',G*> ,

cf. (3.3b).

Suppose now that 1. = 0 (with the empty product being unity). JSien F

depends only on C, and the evaluation at I (f) agrees with that given ia

, In: terms at as Integral o*er- W* have therefore;

Corollary 5. let t • 0 In Proposition k; so that F.ia indepeodettt

of 5 . Then,

(3.6)

(Ibe last integral coarerges as I(F) with reference to S, and also in J(F}.)

Let us return to Proposition -̂ Ve prov« i t in Appx.A. The choice

of the measure 6 Q ( C ) for off • simplifies the manipulations, but we "believe

that (3.5) would hold also i f a more general measure vfs' .g') is allowed

ia f3.fc).

We also believe that a l l the evaluations of [63 and [9] can be extended

to integrals over phase space, at least in the trivial way shown in (3.6).

I . e . , let FCS.C) be defined as equal to the old F(£), independently of ? ,

and ve expect that the phase-space integral should reduce to the original

integral over also say: The phase-space integral should"

be e^ual to -$he corresponding iterated integral J5!)U) *"(C) U ^ ) ( s ) - - - ] -

However, Proposition k extends a Feynman-type integral over %. in a

non-completely-trivial way .and various evaluations of [8] and [9] should

allow such extensions as well.

k. quantization

The path-Integral over phase space suggests an approach to the problem of

quantization, i . e . to the problem of assigning quantum-mechanical operators to

classical ent i t ies . We give first a short heuristic analysis, following [ 3 ] ,

• In Eq..(l»b) of [ i l ] , ( - l ) n should be replaced by ( - l ) n .

1O



and will then follow with soire ~* porous considerations. For brevity in wr! tL

ve consider a particle on R .

The action for a system under discussion can be written as

so that

;S > J

tu.z)

If.we now construct a functional integral and interchange operations, then we

obtain

(It.3a)

-i ' fa4&{t,V )0> ? ' )= " 5 T

The last two equations provide a basis for the correspondence

, - i \ « H(t) .

df H depends onMe emphasise that this argument Is only heuristic. E.g., I

q through V(n(t)).

We should like to make the following observation about the integrals in

(It.3). None onmutat lvl ty of p and q. should have i t s counterpart in path

integrals, and p(t ) , H(t) might not be meaningful. Therefore, we have to be

prepared to replace in these integrals p ( t ) , H(t) by p( t -e ) , H(t-e) where

e "is 0 afterwards, or to-lntroduce other modifications.

11

A net.I for modification in fact appearr, vhea we aci-utinize Ct.3) from

the point of view of the Hilbert spaces , in preparation for a,

rigorous analysis. The quantity q = n(t) can be written aa a scalar

product, and ao ia meaningful in the context of Indeed i f we set

( I f . 5 )

then

(For R11, we hav« to ut i l ize also scalar products in Rn, e.g. e-J)(t).

Consequently, 3 = 3 . also has a meaning in the context of Iff ,

namely, as the Gateau derivative ^ 6 ,S/£n S . On the other hand, p( t ) and

H(t) , occurring In (1.3), do not have such a meanLng. In view of th is

circumstance we expect that the usual p-q symmetry wil l have to be altered.

The following lemma i l lus t ra tes this point.

Lemma 6. Let the potential be of the form

>"3

where v sat isf ies

(it.Tb)

Then,for small t,



The phase-apace integral converges as I or as J . In the former case,

the reference family is ff(P) , where f projects onto the subspacft of linear

functions in Jf , or, of constant functions in ?(„• Cf. (2.6) and C*-5).

By requiring that all projections P^ satisfy Pfe SJ.P, we can handle the

S-function in (U.7) in a simple way. We can also say: convergence of the

phaae-space integral could tie deduced from Proposition h, except that this

proposition does not envisage 6-functionB. We therefore compensate for the

6-function by requiring P ^ P.

Outline of proof: The possibility of expressing exp(-i j dT V) as the

Fourier transform of a measure on yf which is sufficiently strongly bounded

is discussed fully in [ l l ] . Convergence of the phase-space integral in [k-.fi)

therefore follows from the above remarks. To prove the lemma now requires, in

essence, Justification of the interchange of operations, and the estimate of

1 3 . The validity of interchange, like integrabillty, follows from the
1

boundednes3 of the measure. We turn therefore to the action of i ^ .

After removing the 6-function we obtain an intergal for G as In (l . lb).

The quantity q = n(t) occurs there in <p,n ^ and in dr V. The

decomposition of ^p,n

Cl-P) *}{n takes the following form:

into contributions fron the spaces f ^ ana

1 \ • ' - *• 1

"•cjj[*. * f <&t-a(r)j + (terms independent of q) (U.9)

since on (l-P) ^ n(t) = 0. Applying ±~Xi to e
i<V>n> willn q

therefore yield the phase-space integral in (U.S).

Moreover, in view of Ct.6), the action of 1~H on the potential

factor yields

13

The condition (U.Tb) implies that 7' ia bounded, while 0 < a < t

Since the path-integral reduces to a measure-theoretic one, we conclude that

I eu V M - v t f U 2 ) . ( D ) .

By employing a composition law for G, i t might be possible to prove that

i~^3 G can be estimated by:

We do not pursue here the problem of Justifying this estimate.

Let us atill return to (I*.3b), where we have H(t) in the (heuristic)

integral. We note that p 2(t), even if averaged over time as in (U.8), would

not be an integrable functional. Therefore, an analysis such as preceding

would not apply.
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Appendix A: Proof of Proposition It

The following evaluation v i l l be basic for us:

(A.l)

At the heuristic level, A could be any number, real or complex, or > more

generally, a symmetric operator. The implied integration is over a suitable

real space of the x ' s , but tf could be real , or complex. If A and/or <p

are complex, then the scalar product must be understood a3 bi l inear , or

symmetric (but not hermitian). The assumed normalization in (A.l) Is such

that for f = 0, the integral yields unity.

As Eq.. (3.5) shows, the proof requires in essence , the Justif ication of

the interchange of order of operations. The derivatives are essentially

algebraic here, and can be ignored. (The polynomial growth which they imply

can be accomodated, in view of the hypothesis on the measure.) Integration

over Q' i s also t r i v i a l . Only integration over ( ' needs some discussion.

We consider f i rs t Definition 2, and we evaluate J(b,o;b ,cto;b ;F) by a

two-fold application of (A.l) , with F(C,O = exp(i ^,Z,Z'*?)} independently

of ^. In this case the evaluation can be readily Justified, and we obtain

V l t>o,«.) b | ; F) =

wher

(A.2a)

<A.2b)

The evaluation (A.2) clearly has the desired analytlclty properties, and

analytic continuation in b to i/x is immediate. In order to justify the

passage to the limit b,b + 0 inside the £'-integral, it suffices to show

that this J is bounded (as a function of £'). Note that the exponential

involving and is irrelevant.

15

If Im K > 0, then we have a damped Gaussian which remains damped also

as b,b -»O. Similarly, if Re \>, Re bQ > 0 then we have a damped Gaussian.

In a l l these cases J is a bounded function of V • Therefore i t suffices

for us to consider the case K real (j< 0) and | b | , [bQ| < « for some

sufficiently small 5.

We observe that if Re b , Be bQ > 0 then

Ra[b + (b0-cA)-'r' > 0 , (A.

but we need a more sensitive bound. We use the criterion for continuous

differentiability of a function (cf. e.g. [12]), in the following Torm:

(A.M

where £ - * 0

Be f(0) - 0,

b,b -• 0. Take f = [b + (bQ + I/K)"
1]" 1, and since

The two derivatives in question axe

(A.6)

The hypothesis of a nontangential limit allows us to restrict b,bQ to values

which satisfy

(A.7)

for some y,y > 0 (and of course < 1). Since E can be made arbi trar i ly

small by restr ict ing b , b to sufficiently small values, we may conclude:

(A.8)

16



provided | b | , |b | < 4 , vhere a and 6 are some quantities > 0. The

last inequality implies

(A.9)

The integral J also contains a factor of the form exp[g(b,b ) ^ £ ' ,

which could be ejcponentially growing. However, by employing an argument

similar to the previous one and by restricting |b| , |b | sufficiently, we

can bound this factor by

(A.10)

for some new vector • ' . The product of the bounds In (A.°) and (A.10) Is

obviously bounded by a constant, also as b, b -* 0. This completes the proof

of iategrabllity for Definition 2.

For Definition 1, we observe that the bound Just obtained will necessarily

apply to the evaluations aetermined by projections P, . Therefore, v« are

able to take lim(J —* °°) inside the y-integral. The limit as b, *> -+ 0

can then be taken, as before. •

IT

APPENDIX B: The nont an^ent 1 al

In this article, as well as in [8] [9], nontaagentia! limits vere assumed

in the definitions. One reason for considering such limits rather than simply

b VO (along S+) comes front path integrals over phase space. Consider Eq.(2.2).

If we set there a = a = 0, i f F la independent of v, and if we do the

v-integration^then we obtain

J/H* V*
(B.l)

We see that we can restrict the limits to those along the real axes by taking

first b Q \ 0 and then b \ 0. However, it seems useful to allow also for

other ways of approaching b « b Q • 0, and the coefficient [b + ... ] will

then vary along complex directions.

If we have a function f[b) defined in the right-half-plane c£, then

the following conditions are sufficient for a (unique) nontangential limit at

b = 0: ( l ) the existence of the limit along any nontangential curve,

(2) analyticlty In C>t (3) boundedness in I / l C ^ , where H i s any

neighbourhood of 0.

1° [3] [9] the third condition, that of boundedness, vas not adequately

incorporated into the discussion. However, the proofs of loc. c i t . do not

require revision, since the necessary boundedaes3, or the nontangential limits

themselves, were established as needed..

18
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